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Abstract. The development of practically well-behaving integer programming formula-
tions is an important aspect of solving linear optimization problems over a setX ⊆ {0, 1}n.
In practice, one is often interested in strong integer formulations with additional prop-
erties, e.g., bounded coefficients to avoid numerical instabilities. This article presents a
lower bound on the size of coefficients in any strong integer formulation of X and demon-
strates that certain integer sets X require exponentially large coefficients in any strong
integer formulation. We also characterize the minimum size of an integer formulation
of X ⊆ {0, 1}n with bounded coefficients.

1. Introduction

A standard approach to solve combinatorial optimization problems is to model the prob-
lem as a binary program, which can be solved by branch-and-bound. To make this ap-
proach work successfully, (i) a suitable encoding X ⊆ {0, 1}n of the problem’s solutions
has to be found and (ii) an integer programming (IP) formulation of X has to be de-
veloped. In practice, however, IP formulations need to be strong and have to behave
well numerically. For example, knapsack problems can be modeled as binary programs
max{w>x : a>x ≤ β, x ∈ {0, 1}n}, where a, w ∈ Zn+ and b ∈ Z+. But if the coefficients
in a are (exponentially) large, this IP formulation may be completely useless in practice
since numerical instabilities may arise.

To avoid numerical instabilities, one is interested in alternative IP formulations with
small coefficients. The trade-off is that such IP formulations typically need more inequal-
ities than IP formulations with unbounded coefficients, see [5, 23] for knapsack problems.
Moreover, since there exist X ⊆ {0, 1}n that need inequalities with exponentially large co-
efficients in a facet description of conv(X), it is intuitive that IP formulations with bounded
coefficients may not be strong. Motivated by these two aspects of IP formulations with
bounded coefficients, we address the following two questions. (Q1) Suppose we require the
inequalities in an IP formulation to be “strong” (which will be properly defined below).
What is the minimum size of the coefficients in strong IP formulations? (Q2) What is the
minimum size of an IP formulation with bounded coefficients?

While answering (Q1) allows to evaluate whether a given encoding X admits strong
inequalities that are numerically stable, i.e., their coefficients are small, the answer to (Q2)
allows to compare different binary encodings X found in Step (i) of the above mechanism.
To find answers to these questions, we analyze certain formulations of X ⊆ {0, 1}n. An
integer formulation of X is a polyhedron P fulfilling P ∩Zn = X, see [16]. In contrast to
this, a polyhedron P ⊆ Rn is called a binary formulation of X if X = P ∩ {0, 1}n. Thus,
we allow P to contain non-binary integer points, i.e., we only require P to separate X
and {0, 1}n \ X. Note that by using this definition, we do not allow the introduction of
auxiliary variables, i.e., we analyze the encoding X in its original space.

To measure the strength of an integer formulation P , different measures like integrality
gaps [1, 2, 7] or the Hausdorff distance of P and conv(X) [4] have been discussed in the
literature. In this paper, we use a different measure that is based on lattice refinements
and which is described in Section 2. To answer Question (Q1), we derive a lower bound on
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Figure 1. Illustration of an odd (3, 2)-wheel. The nodes of the clique are colored black.

the maximum ratio |ai|/|aj | of non-zero coefficients ai, aj in the inequalities a>x ≤ β of an
integer formulation Ax ≤ b of X, the so-called ρ-value of Ax ≤ b. We focus on this measure
because it is invariant under rescaling inequalities and we are not relying on a normalization
assumption such as all coefficients being integral and relatively prime. In Section 3, we
discuss a natural decomposition of binary formulations to answer Question (Q2). Based on
this decomposition, we exactly characterize the minimum size of any binary formulation
of X with bounded coefficients. All results are illustrated by several examples.

2. Lower Bounds on Coefficients in Strong Binary Formulations

Concerning (Q1), the strongest IP formulation of X ⊆ {0, 1}n consists of facet defining
inequalities of conv(X). However, since the coefficients in facet defining inequalities can
be exponentially large, these inequalities might be impractical. To avoid this, one may not
require to cut off all points outside conv(X) but only the points contained in the refined
integer lattice Lλ that is generated by 1

λei, i ∈ [n] := {1, . . . , n}, where ei is the i-th
standard unit vector and λ ∈ Z>0.

Definition 1. LetX ⊆ {0, 1}n and let λ ∈ Z>0. An integer formulation Ax ≤ b, x ∈ [0, 1]n

ofX is called a 1
λ -relaxation if for each x̄ ∈

{
0, 1

λ ,
2
λ , . . . ,

λ
λ

}n the relation Ax̄ ≤ b, x̄ ∈ [0, 1]n

holds if and only if x̄ ∈ conv(X).

Note that 1
1 -relaxations are standard integer formulations and 1

λ -relaxations converge to
conv(X) as λ approaches infinity. Thus, 1

λ -relaxations refine classical integer formulations:
the larger λ the stronger the inequalities in such a formulation. Thus, there is hope to
find λ such that the inequalities in a 1

λ -relaxation are strong and their ρ-values are small
in comparison to facet defining inequalities.

Example 2. Every X ⊆ {0, 1}n admits a 1-relaxation with ternary coefficients (i.e.,
{0,±1}-coefficients) via box constraints x ∈ [0, 1]n and infeasibility cuts∑

i : x̄i=1

xi +
∑

i : x̄i=0

(1− xi) ≤ 1>x̄− 1, x̄ ∈ {0, 1}n \X. (1)

Example 3. An odd (k, `)-wheel is an undirected graph G`k that consists of a cycle C of
length 2k + 1 and a clique K (disjoint from C) of size ` such that every node in K is
connected with every node in C, see Figure 1 for an illustration. Denote the node set and
edge set of C by VC and EC , respectively, and let VK be the node set of K. It can be
shown that the stable set polytope P of G`k is completely described by

x(VC) + k x(VK) ≤ k, (2a)
xu + xv + x(VK) ≤ 1, {u, v} ∈ EC , (2b)

0 ≤ xv ≤ 1, v ∈ VC ∪ VK , (2c)

where x(S) abbreviates
∑

i∈S xi for S ⊆ [n].
We claim that the system S given by (2b), (2c) and x(VC) ≤ k is a 1

2 -relaxation of P .
Note that the feasible region of S contains the points fulfilling (2). Thus, it suffices to prove
that every x ∈ {0, 1

2 , 1}
VC∪VK fulfilling S is contained in (2). To see this, distinguish the

three cases for x(VK) ∈ {0, 1
2 , 1} that are possible by (2b). If x(VK) = 0, then (2a) reduces
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to x(VC) ≤ k, which is contained in S. If x(VK) = 1, then (2a) simplifies to X(VC) ≤ 0,
which is also implied by summing (2b) (which is contained in S) for every {u, v} ∈ EC
and rescaling the result by 1

2 . Finally, if x(VC) = 1
2 , then (2a) reduces to x(VC) ≤ k

2 .
Moreover, (2b) in S simplifies to xu + xv ≤ 1

2 . Since x ∈ {0,
1
2 , 1}

VC∪VK , at most one of xu
and xv attains value 1

2 , while the other attains value 0. Since C is an odd cycle, at most k
nodes in VC can attain value 1

2 . Hence, x(VC) ≤ k
2 . As a consequence, S implies validity

of x ∈ {0, 1
2 , 1}

VC∪VK in (2), proving S is a 1
2 -relaxation of P .

Below, we will see, however, that there exist sets X ⊆ {0, 1}n whose ρ-value is expo-
nentially in n for every 1

λ -relaxations even if λ = 2. Thus, this paper shows that strong
inequalities need exponentially large coefficients in general.

To be able to prove this result, we derive a lower bound on the ρ-value of 1
λ -relaxations.

This lower bound requires the concept of dilations of polyhedra. The λ-dilation of a
polyhedron P is the polyhedron λP = {λx : x ∈ P}. Since the points in {0, 1

λ , . . . ,
λ
λ}

n

correspond to the points in {0, 1, . . . , λ}n, there is a natural correspondence between 1
λ -

relaxations of X and integer formulations of the λ-dilation λ conv(X) of conv(X).

Observation 4. Let X ⊆ {0, 1}n. Then Ax ≤ b, x ∈ [0, 1]n is a 1
λ -relaxation of X if and

only if Ax ≤ λb, x ∈ [0, λ]n is an integer formulation of λ conv(X).

To prove that any 1
λ -relaxation of X ⊆ {0, 1}n has inequalities with large ρ-value, it

thus suffices to show that any integer formulation of λ conv(X) contains an inequality
with large ρ-value. For this reason, we investigate the ρ-value of integer formulations first.
Afterwards, the results are applied to 1

λ -relaxations via Observation 4.

2.1. Integer Formulations of Non-Binary Sets

In Example 2, we have seen that every X ⊆ {0, 1}n has a binary or integer formulation
with ternary coefficients. If X is not binary but an arbitrary subset of Zn, it may not
admit an integer formulation at all. This is exactly the case if conv(X)∩Zn 6= X. For this
reason, we call X ⊆ Zn polyhedrally representable (or polyhedral for short) if there exists a
polyhedron P ⊆ Rn with X = P ∩Zn.

In contrast to binary sets, general polyhedral sets X ⊆ Zn may not admit an integer
formulation with bounded coefficients. The reason for this is that conv(X) for polyhedral
sets X ⊆ Zn might have adjacent vertices x1, x2 with strongly deviating entries, i.e.,
|x1
i − x2

i | � |x1
j − x2

j | for some i, j ∈ [n]. Hence, it is intuitive that inequalities whose
coefficients have almost the same size cannot cut off all infeasible integer points that are
close to the edge connecting x1 and x2. To make this intuition precise, Theorem 6 below
gives sufficient conditions to estimate the ratio of coefficients in an integer formulation.
Note that for binary sets the described behavior cannot appear since binary points differ
either by 0 or 1 in each coordinate.

Let X ⊆ Zn be polyhedrally representable. In the following, we derive a lower bound
on the ρ-value of integer formulations Ax ≤ b of X, i.e., a bound on the maximum ratio
of non-zero coefficients in inequalities of Ax ≤ b. To find such a bound for a general
set X ⊆ Zn, define ui := max{xi : x ∈ X} and `i := min{xi : x ∈ X}, where we
define ui =∞ and `i = −∞ if X is unbounded in direction ei and −ei, respectively. Then
[`, u] := {x ∈ Rn : `i ≤ xi ≤ ui, i ∈ [n]} is the smallest box containing X. Moreover, we
call an inequality that is valid for conv(X) trivial if it is xi ≤ ui or −xi ≤ −`i for
some i ∈ [n]. Given a polyhedron P ⊆ Rn we say that it has a bounded direction if there
exists d ∈ Rn with

−∞ < min{d>x : x ∈ P} ≤ max{d>x : x ∈ P} <∞.

Note that every direction d ∈ Rn is bounded if P is a polytope.
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In the proof of our lower bound, the following folklore result is essential. For the sake
of completeness, we present a proof.

Lemma 5. Let P ⊆ Rn be a full-dimensional polyhedron with m facets and let Ax ≤ b be
the linear inequality system consisting of all facet defining inequalities. Then every valid
inequality c>x ≤ δ for P that supports P in at least one point can be written as a conic
combination of facet defining inequalities, i.e., there exists λ ∈ Rm+ such that

c> = λ>A and δ = λ>b.

Moreover, if P has a bounded direction, every valid inequality for P has such a represen-
tation.

Proof. Let c ∈ Rn and δ ∈ R. The inequality c>x ≤ δ is valid and supports P if and only
if δ = max{c>x : Ax ≤ b, x ∈ Rn}. By LP duality, this means

δ = min{λ>b : λ>A = c>, λ ∈ Rm+},

proving the first part of the assertion.
To show the second part, observe that an inequality c>x ≤ δ′ can only be valid for P

if c is contained in the normal cone of a face of P . That is, we can generate c>x ≤ δ′ by
(i) finding a conic combination of facet defining inequalities generating a supporting

valid inequality c>x ≤ δ and
(ii) adding the redundant inequality 0 ≤ δ′ − δ to this inequality.

By the first part the proof, we always find a conic combination generating c>x ≤ δ
in (i). If we further require the existence of a bounded direction d ∈ Rn, note that
δ1 := min{d>x : x ∈ P} < max{d>x : x ∈ P} =: δ2 as P is full-dimensional.
Since −d>x ≤ −δ1 and d>x ≤ δ2 are supporting, there exists a conic combination of
facets generating these inequalities. Extending the conic combination of c>x ≤ δ by δ′−δ

δ2−δ1
times both these combinations, yields the desired inequality

c>x+
δ′ − δ
δ2 − δ1

(d>x− d>x) ≤ δ +
δ′ − δ
δ2 − δ1

(δ2 − δ1) ⇔ c>x ≤ δ′,

proving the second assertion. �

Theorem 6. Let X ⊆ Zn be polyhedral such that P := conv(X) is full-dimensional with
bounded direction, let Ax ≤ b be a facet description of P , and let x̄ ∈ ([`, u] ∩ Zn) \ P .
Further, let Āx ≤ b̄ be the facet inequalities of P that are violated by x̄, let m̄ be the number
of rows of Āx ≤ b̄, and s̄ := Āx̄− b̄. Assume there exist distinct i?, j? ∈ [n] such that

(1) sign(Āst) = sign(Ās′t) 6= 0 for every s, s′ ∈ [m̄] and t ∈ {i?, j?},
(2) |Āki? | ≥ s̄k for every k ∈ [m̄],
(3) x̄i? > `i?,
(4) x̄j? − `j? ≥ max{s̄k : k ∈ [m̄]},
(5) x̄j? < uj?, and
(6) for every non-trivial facet defining inequality a>x ≤ β not in Āx ≤ b̄ we have

sign(at) ∈ {0, sign(Ā1t)}, t ∈ {i?, j?}, and a>(x̄+ sign(Ā1j?)ej?) ≤ β.
Then every inequality c>x ≤ δ valid for P that cuts off x̄ fulfills ci?, cj? 6= 0 and

|ci? |
|cj? |

≥ min{|Āki? | − s̄k : k ∈ [m̄]}
max{|Ākj? |+ s̄k : k ∈ [m̄]}

.

Proof. By rescaling, we assume the inequalities Ax ≤ b to have integral coefficients be-
cause P is integral. Let L,U ⊆ [n] be the index sets for that xi ≥ `i and xi ≤ ui,
respectively, define facets of P , and let A′x ≤ b′ be the subsystem of Ax ≤ b containing
all inequalities except box constraints and inequalities in Āx ≤ b̄. Let m be the number
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of inequalities in A′x ≤ b′. As P is a full-dimensional polyhedron with bounded direction,
the left-hand side of each valid inequality c>x ≤ δ for P has a representation

c = λ>A′ + λ̄>Ā+
∑
i∈U

µ+
i −

∑
i∈L

µ−i ,

where λ ∈ Rm+ , λ̄ ∈ Rm̄+ , µ+ ∈ RU+, and µ− ∈ RL+, see Lemma 5. In particular,

ci = λ>A′·i + λ̄>Ā·i + µ+
i − µ

−
i and δ = λ>b′ + λ̄>b̄+ µ+>u− µ−>`, (3)

where A·i denotes the i-th column of a matrix A and we define µ+
i and µ−i to be 0 if i /∈ U

and i /∈ L, respectively.
Let c>x ≤ δ be a valid inequality that cuts off x̄ and let s̄ := Āx̄ − b̄ > O be the

amount by which x̄ violates the inequalities in Āx ≤ b̄. Since Āx ≤ b̄ contains the only
facet defining inequalities of P that cut off x̄, λ̄k > 0 for at least one k ∈ [m̄] in any
facet representation of c>x ≤ δ. Moreover, if i? and j? are defined as in the theorem,
s̄ > O implies x̄j? > `j? by Property 4. To prove the assertion, we discuss a lower bound
on |ci? | first. W.l.o.g. assume Āki? > 0 for one (and thus every) k ∈ [m̄] by Property 1.
Because of (3) and the assumption that sign(ai?) ∈ {0, sign(Ā1i?)} for every non-trivial
facet inequality a>x ≤ β of P , the estimation

ci?
(3)
= λ>A′·i? + λ̄>Ā·i? + µ+

i? − µ
−
i? ≥ λ̄

>Ā·i? − µ−i?

is valid. Furthermore, x̄ can only violate inequality c>x ≤ δ if its slack δ− c>x̄ is negative.
Since Āx ≤ b̄ contains the only facet inequalities with a negative slack, we thus need

µ−i? (x̄i? − `i?) < λ̄>(Āx̄− b̄) = λ̄>s̄, (4)

by (3) i.e., the weighted slack of −xi? ≤ −`i? is smaller than the weighted surplus of
Āx ≤ b̄. Then,

ci? ≥ λ̄>Ā·i? − µ−i?
(4)
> λ̄>Ā·i? −

λ̄>s̄

x̄i? − `i?
Property 3
≥ λ̄>Ā·i? − λ̄>s̄ ≥ 0,

where the last inequality holds by Property 2 and non-negativity of λ̄. Thus, ci? 6= 0.
Second, we derive an upper bound on the absolute coefficient |cj? |. W.l.o.g. we can

assume Ā·j? > 0 by Property 1. Analogously to (4), one argues that

µ−j? (x̄j? − `j?) < λ̄>s̄ and µ+
j? (uj? − x̄j?) + λ>(b′ −A′x̄) < λ̄>s̄ (5)

are necessary for c>x ≤ δ to cut off x̄. Further note that

µ−j?(x̄j? − `j?)
(5)
< λ̄>s̄ ≤ max{s̄k : k ∈ [m̄]} · λ̄>1

⇔ λ̄>1 >
x̄j? − `j?

max{s̄k : k ∈ [m̄]}
µ−j? .

(6)

Because sign(aj?) ∈ {0, sign(Ā1j?)} for every non-trivial facet defining inequality a>x ≤ β
and cj? = λ̄>Ā·j? + λ>A′·j? + µ+

j? − µ
−
j? holds, we have

|cj? | ≤ max{λ̄>Ā·j? + λ>A′·j? + µ+
j? , µ

−
j?}. (7)

Moreover,

λ̄>Ā·j? ≥ λ̄>1
(6)
>

x̄j? − `j?
max{s̄k : k ∈ [m̄]}

µ−j? ≥ µ
−
j? ,

where the first estimation is valid by integrality and positivity of Ā·j? and the last estima-
tion holds by Property 4. Consequently,

cj? = λ̄>Ā·j? + λ>A′·j? + µ+
j? − µ

−
j? ≥ λ̄

>Ā·j? − µ−j? > 0
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and thus |cj? | ≤ λ̄>Ā·j? +λ>A′·j? +µ+
j? by (7) and |cj? | > 0. Finally, (5) and non-negativity

of µ+
j? in particular imply

µ+
j? ≤ λ̄

>s̄− λ>(b′ −A′x̄) (8)
since x̄j? < uj? by Property 5.

Combining the found upper and lower bounds, yields the assertion

|ci? |
|cj? |

≥ λ̄>(Ā·i? − s̄)
λ̄>Ā·j? + λ>A′·j? + µ+

j?

(8)
≥ λ̄>(Ā·i? − s̄)
λ̄>Ā·j? + λ>A′·j? + λ̄>s̄− λ>(b′ −A′x̄)

≥ λ̄>(Ā·i? − s̄)
λ̄>Ā·j? + λ̄>s̄

≥ min{Āki? − s̄k : k ∈ [m̄]}
max{Ākj? + s̄k : k ∈ [m̄]}

,

where the third inequality holds because A′(x̄+ej?) ≤ b′ by Property 6. In particular, note
that we do not divide by 0 since s̄ > O and Ākj? > 0 by assumption. Thus, the assertion
follows by replacing Āki? and Ākj? by their absolute values. �

Remark 7. If P has not a bounded direction, Theorem 6 remains true if we require the
inequality c>x ≤ δ to support P .

Geometrically, the assumptions on the sign of coefficients ensure that X is monotone in
direction sign(Ā1t)et, t ∈ {i?, j?} within [`, u]. Moreover, Properties 2–5 guarantee x̄ to be
sufficiently far from the boundary of [`, u], while its excess s̄ is not too large.

2.2. Examples

Using Theorem 6, we can show that certain integer sets do not admit integer formulations
with small ρ-value. In the following, we focus on knapsack sets {x ∈ Zn+ : a>x ≤ β} that
have the divisibility property ai | ai+1 for all i ∈ [n−1], where we use the same notation for
parameters (i?, j?, and s̄) as in Theorem 6. Knapsack examples are of particular interest
if we try to enhance an existing integer formulation Ax ≤ b via enhancing its single row
relaxations.

Lemma 8. Let a ∈ Zn+ have the divisibility property and let β ∈ Z+. If an ≤ β, the
only facet defining inequality of P := conv{x ∈ {0, 1}n : a>x ≤ β} that cuts off the
point x̄ = (b βa1 c −

an
a1

+ 1)e1 + en is

x1 +

n∑
`=2

al
a1
x` ≤

⌊ β
a1

⌋
. (9)

Proof. In [19] it is shown that P is completely characterized by the inequalities

xj +
n∑

`=j+1

a`
aj
x` ≤

⌊ β
aj

⌋
, j ∈ [n], (10)

as well as xi ≥ 0 for all i ∈ [n]. However, not all of these inequalities may define facets
of P . To prove the assertion, we have to show that (i) x̄ fulfills all of these inequalities
except (10) for parameter j = 1 and (ii) (10) for parameter j = 1 defines a facet of P .

To show the first point, we observe that all entries of x̄ are non-negative. Hence, x̄
fulfills all non-negativity constraints. Moreover, x̄ cannot violate Inequality (10) for j ≥ 2,
because the left-hand side evaluates to an

aj
∈ Z, which is not greater than β

aj
. Thus,

an
aj
≤ b βaj c holds. Finally, x̄ violates Inequality (10) for parameter j = 1 since

x̄1 +

n∑
`=2

a`
a1
x̄` =

⌊ β
a1

⌋
− an
a1

+ 1 +
an
a1

>
⌊ β
a1

⌋
.
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Consequently, the first claim holds. Now the second claim follows immediately. Since (10)
and non-negativity constraints provide a complete linear description of P and (10) for
parameter j = 1 is the only inequality in this description that is violated by x̄, (10)
for j = 1 cannot be generated by other inequalities. Thus, it has to define a facet of P . �

Proposition 9. Let a ∈ Zn+ have the divisibility property and let β ∈ Z+. Provided
b βa1 c−

an
a1
≥ 0 and 1 ≤ a1 < an ≤ β, every integer formulation of X = {x ∈ Zn+ : a>x ≤ β}

contains an inequality c>x ≤ δ such that ci?
cj?
≥ an/a1−1

2 for distinct i?, j? ∈ [n].

Proof. Consider the point x̄ = (b βa1 c−
an
a1

+ 1)e1 + en as defined in Lemma 8 and let i? = n
as well as j? = 1. To prove this result, we use Theorem 6, i.e., we have to check
whether its requirements are fulfilled. Due to Lemma 8, the only facet defining inequality
of P := conv(X) is (9) with excess s̄ = 1. Moreover, the coefficients of x1 and xn are
positive in (9). Thus, Condition 1 holds.

Since the lower bounds `i of all variables xi are 0 and the (implicit) upper bound of xi
is ui = b βai c, we have x̄n = 1 > `n as well as

x̄1 − `1 =
(⌊ β
a1

⌋
− an
a1

+ 1
)
− 0 ≥ 1 = s̄, x̄1 =

(⌊ β
a1

⌋
− an
a1

+ 1
)
<
⌊ β
a1

⌋
= u1

because β ≥ an and a1 < an, respectively. Furthermore, the coefficient of x1 in (9) is 1,
and thus, not smaller than s̄. Hence, Conditions 2–5 hold.

Finally, since the coefficient of x1 is 0 in all inequalities (9) except for j = 1, we cannot
violate any non-trivial facet defining inequality different to (10) by increasing x̄1 by 1.
Thus, all requirements are fulfilled, showing that every integer formulation of X contains
an inequality c>x ≤ δ with ci?

cj?
≥ an/a1−1

2 . �

Example 10. Consider the knapsack set X defined by
∑n+1

i=1 2i−1 xi ≤ 2n. Proposition 9
shows that every integer formulation of X contains an inequality whose coefficients diverge
at least as 2n−1

2 , i.e., the ρ-value of any integer formulation of X is at least 2n−1
2 .

Example 11. Let Xj = {x ∈ Zn+ :
∑n

i=1 2i−1xi ≥ 2j} for j ∈ {2, . . . , n− 1}. Then P =

conv(X) is completely described by xi ≥ 0, i ∈ [n], and
∑j

i=1 2i−1xi + 2j
∑n

i=j+1 xi ≥ 2j ,
see [21].

Consider the incidence vector x̄ = χ([j]) of [j], which is contained in the smallest box
containing P . The only facet defining inequality of P that is violated by x̄ is the non-trivial
inequality

ā>x ≤ β̄ :⇔ −
j∑
i=1

2i−1 xi − 2j
n∑

i=j+1

xi ≤ −2j

whose excess w.r.t. x̄ is s̄ = 1.
For i? = j and j? = 1, we check |āi? | = 2j−1 ≥ s̄ and x̄i? = x̄j > 0 (Properties 2–3).

For j?, note x̄j? − `j? = 1 ≥ s̄ and x̄j? = 1 < uj? =∞ (Properties 4 and 5). Because there
is exactly one non-trivial facet inequality (and this inequality is violated by x̄), Property 6
trivially holds. Since Property 1 holds obviously on the only non-redundant inequality,
the requirements of Theorem 6 except the existence of a bounded direction are fulfilled,
showing that every integer formulation consisting of supporting inequalities, cf. Remark 7,
contains an inequality whose coefficients diverge as 2i

?−1−1
2j?−1+1

=
β/2−1

2 ∈ Ω(2j).

The examples show that there exist sets X ⊆ Zn that do not admit integer formulations
with constant or polynomially bounded ρ-value. This is in contrast to binary sets, which
always admit integer formulations with {0,±1}-coefficients, e.g., via infeasibility cuts (1).
In Section 2.4, we will see that similar results hold if we refine binary formulations of
sets X ⊆ {0, 1}n to 1

λ -relaxations.
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2.3. Generalizations and Special Cases

In the following, we discuss a special case that simplifies the requirements of Theorem 6
as well as a generalization. If X ⊆ Zn+ is monotone, i.e., x ∈ X implies that every y ∈ Zn+
with y ≤ x is also contained in X, the coefficients of every non-trivial facet defining
inequality are non-negative, cf. [22, Section 9.3]. Thus, the last condition of Theorem 6
can be simplified.

Corollary 12. Let X ⊆ Zn be polyhedral such that P := conv(X) is full-dimensional with
bounded direction, let Ax ≤ b be a facet description of P , and let x̄ ∈ ([`, u] ∩ Zn) \ P .
Using the same notation as in Theorem 6, assume Conditions 1–5 of Theorem 6 as well as

(6’) for every non-trivial facet defining inequality a>x ≤ β not in Āx ≤ b̄ we have
a>(x̄+ sign(Ā1j?)ej?) ≤ β

hold for two distinct indices i?, j? ∈ [n]. Then every inequality c>x ≤ δ valid for P that
cuts off x̄ fulfills ci?, cj? 6= 0 and

|ci? |
|cj? |

≥ min{|Āki? | − s̄k : k ∈ [m̄]}
max{|Ākj? |+ s̄k : k ∈ [m̄]}

.

Even if restricted to monotone sets, a critical property is that a>(x̄+ sign(Ā1j?)ej?) ≤ β
holds for every non-trivial facet defining inequality a>x ≤ β that is not violated by x̄. In
particular, this means that if there exists a non-trivial facet inequality that is fulfilled by x̄
with equality, the coefficient aj? has to be zero. This requirement is very restrictive. For
this reason, we describe in the remainder of this section a generalization of Theorem 6 that
allows to treat this case.

To this end, we have to extend our notation of facet defining inequalities. Given a
polyhedron P ⊆ Rn, we assume in the following that Ax ≤ b is a facet description of P
withm rows. For a set I ⊆ [m], we denote by AIx ≤ bI the subsystem of Ax ≤ b containing
the inequalities whose row indices are contained in I. For a point x̄ ∈ Zn, we define the
partition L ∪ E ∪G of [m] such that

ALx̄ < bL, AE x̄ = bE , AGx̄ > bG

holds.

Theorem 13. Let X ⊆ Zn be polyhedral such that P := conv(X) is full-dimensional with
bounded direction, let Ax ≤ b be a facet description of P , and let x̄ ∈ ([`, u] ∩ Zn) \ P .
Let s̄ := AGx̄− bG. Assume there exist distinct i?, j? ∈ [n] such that Conditions 1–5 from
Theorem 6 as well as

(6”) for every non-trivial facet defining inequality a>x ≤ β in ALx ≤ bL we have
sign(at) ∈ {0, sign(AGt)}, t ∈ {i?, j?}, and a>(x̄+ sign(AGj?)ej?) ≤ β

hold. Then every inequality c>x ≤ δ valid for P that cuts off x̄ fulfills ci?, cj? 6= 0 and

|ci? |
|cj? |

≥ min
λ∈RE+

{ min{|Āki? | − s̄k : k ∈ [m̄]}+ λ>AEi?

max{|Ākj? |+ s̄k : k ∈ [m̄]}+ λ>AEj?

}
.

Proof. The proof is almost the same as for Theorem 6. The only difference is that we have
to take more care about facet defining inequalities of P that are fulfilled with equality
by x̄. For this reason, we provide the refined estimations only.

First, as in the proof of Theorem 6, we have to find a lower bound on |ci? |. Again we
assume sign(AGi?) = 1. Let λ ∈ Rm+ . Then

ci?
(3)
= λ>A·i? + µ+

i? − µ
−
i? = λ>LALi? + λ>EAEi? + λ>GAGi? + µ+

i? − µ
−
i? .
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Using Inequality (4), we find

ci? ≥ λ>EAEi? +λ>GAGi?−µ−i?
(4)
> λ>EAEi? +λ>GAGi?−

λG
>s̄

x̄i? − `i?
≥ λ>EAEi? +λ>GAGi?−λG>s̄.

Second, to find an upper bound on |cj? |, we assume sign(AGj?) = 1. In complete analogy
to the proof of Theorem 6, one can show that

cj? ≤ λ>LALj? + λ>EAEj? + λ>GAGj? + µ+
j? .

Third, we have to refine Inequality (8). Since bE − AE x̄ = O, we immediately get
from (8)

µ+
j? ≤ λG

>s̄− λL>(bL −ALx̄). (11)

Combining the found bounds yields the assertion:

|ci? |
|cj? |

≥
λ>G(AGi? − s̄) + λ>EAEi?

λ>GAGj? + λ>EAEj? + λ>LALj? + µ+
j?

(11)
≥

λ>G(AGi? − s̄) + λ>EAEi?

λ>GAGj? + λ>EAEj? + λ>LALj? + λG
>s̄− λL>(bL −ALx̄)

≥
λ>G(AGi? − s̄) + λ>EAEi?

λ>GAGj? + λG
>s̄+ λ>EAEj?

≥
min{Aki? − s̄k : k ∈ G} · λG>1+ λ>EAEi?

max{Aki? + s̄k : k ∈ G} · λG>1+ λ>EAEj?

=
min{Aki? − s̄k : k ∈ G}+ 1

λG
>1
· λ>EAEi?

max{Aki? + s̄k : k ∈ G}+ 1
λG
>1
· λ>EAEj?

=:
min{Aki? − s̄k : k ∈ G}+ λ̃>EAEi?

max{Aki? + s̄k : k ∈ G}+ λ̃>EAEj?

≥ min
λ̃∈RE+

{ min{Aki? − s̄k : k ∈ G}+ λ̃>EAEi?

max{Aki? + s̄k : k ∈ G}+ λ̃>EAEj?

}
.

�

We are now able to handle facet defining inequalities that are fulfilled by x̄ with equality.
The price we have to pay, however, is that we no longer have a concrete lower bound on
the ρ-value. Instead, we need to solve an optimization problem to find the lower bound.

2.4. Strengthened Integer Formulations of Binary Sets

In the following, we demonstrate that 1
λ -relaxations with coefficients of constant size do

not exist in general by discussing two examples. In particular, such relaxations may have
an exponential ρ-value even if λ = 2 and X is a knapsack set. Thus, even in this simple
case, there is no positive answer to (Q1). To prove these results, we use Theorem 6 and
Observation 4.

To state our examples, we consider special (generalized) knapsack polytopes, so-called
symresacks for “monotone and ordered permutations”, which have been investigated in [13].
Valid inequalities for these polytopes can be used to cut off binary vectors that are lex-
icographically smaller than their permutation w.r.t. γ, and thus, as symmetry handling
inequalities for binary programs, see [13] for more details.

The feasible region of these symresacks can be defined by a sequence k1, . . . , kq of integers
greater or equal to 2 with

∑q
i=1 ki = n. Let si =

∑i−1
j=1 kj . Then, the vertices of the
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symresacks form the set

X =
{
x ∈ {0, 1}n : −

q∑
i=1

si+ki−1∑
j=si+1

2n−(j+1)xj +

q∑
i=1

(2n−si−1 − 2n−si−ki)xsi+ki ≤ 0
}
.

If, for example, ki = 2 for all i ∈ [q], the knapsack inequality describing X simplifies and
we get

X ′ =
{
x ∈ {0, 1}n : −

q∑
i=1

2n−2ix2i−1 +

q∑
i=1

2n−2ix2i ≤ 0
}
,

the so-called orbisack, which has also been investigated in [15, 18].
In [13], a complete linear description of P = conv(X) is derived: Let ` ∈ [q] and

let κ ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}q such that κi ∈ {1, 2, 3} for all i ∈ [`− 1] and κi = 0 otherwise. For each
such κ, define a vector α = α(κ) ∈ Rq via

αi =


0, if i ≥ `,
1, if i = `− 1,

αi+1, if i < `− 1 and κi+1 6= 3,

ki+1 αi+1, if i < `− 1 and κi+1 = 3.

With the aid of this vector, define an inequality a>x ≤ β by

asi+ki =


0, if κi ∈ {0, 1},
αi, if κi = 2,

(ki − 1)αi if κi = 3,

and aj =

{
0, if κi ∈ {0, 2},
−αi, if κi ∈ {1, 3},

(12)

where i ∈ [q] and j ∈ [n] \ {si + ki : i ∈ [q]}, and β :=
∑

i∈[q] : κi=2 αi. Using these
definitions, a complete linear description of P is given by box constraints and

xs`+k` − xs`+r +

s∑̀
j=1

aj xj ≤ β (13)

for every r ∈ [k` − 1], ` ∈ [q], and every choice of κ fulfilling the above requirements.
If k1 ≥ 3, Inequality (13) defines a facet of P if and only if κ1 ∈ {2, 3}, see [13]. Moreover,
if ki = 2, then it defines a facet if and only if κ1 = 3. Thus, due to the definition of α, the
coefficients in facet defining inequalities can be exponentially large in this case.

Example 14. In the following, we show that each 1
3 -relaxation of P needs exponentially

large coefficients, provided ki ≥ 3 for all i ∈ [q− 1] and kq − kq−1 = 2. To this end, we use
Theorem 6 to find bounds on the ρ-value of integer formulations of the 3-dilation of P , cf.
Observation 4.

Consider the point x̄ = 1+en. Since all entries of x̄ are either 1 or 2, no trivial inequality
of the 3-dilation can be violated. The slack of the 3-dilation of (13) is

S := 3β − x̄s`+k` + x̄s`+r −
s∑̀
j=1

aj x̄j = 3β − τ −
s∑̀
j=1

aj ,

where τ = 1 if ` = q and 0 otherwise. To find bounds on the violation, we distinguish the
following cases:

(1) If κi = 3 for all i ∈ [` − 1], we have
∑sl

j=1 aj = 0 since asi+ki = −
∑si+ki−1

j=si+1 aj
by (12) if κi ∈ {0, 3}, and β = 0. Thus, S = −τ in this case. That is, (13) is only
violated if ` = q. Otherwise, the inequality is fulfilled with equality.
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(2) If κi ∈ {1, 3} for all i ∈ [`−1] and there exists r ∈ [`−1] with κr = 1, we have β = 0
and

sl∑
j=1

aj ≤
sr+kr−1∑
j=sr+1

aj ≤ −2αr,

because coefficients associated with κi = 3 cancel out (compare Case 1) and coeffi-
cients associated with κi = 1 are non-positive and coincide on {si+1, . . . , si+ki−1}.
Thus, S ≥ −τ + 2αr ≥ −1 + 2 = 1, showing that no facet defining inequality for
such κ can be violated. In particular, its slack is at least 1.

(3) If κi ∈ {1, 2, 3} for all i ∈ [`− 1] and there exists r ∈ [`− 1] with κr = 2, we have
s∑̀
j=1

aj ≤
∑

i : κi=2

asi+ki = β

because the sum of coefficients for κi ∈ {1, 3} is at most 0, see the previous cases,
and only asi+ki is non-zero on {si+1, . . . , si+ki} if κi = 2. Hence, S = 3β−τ−β ≥
2β − 1 ≥ 1. Thus, also in this case the slack is at least 1 and no inequality can be
violated by x̄.

For this reason, the only facet defining inequality violated by x̄ is the inequality associated
to κ = 3 · χ([q − 1]). In the following, we refer to this inequality as ā>x ≤ 0. Recall that
s̄ = ā>x̄ = 1 from the first case. To find bounds on the ρ-value of inequalities in an integer
formulation of 3P ∩Zn, we use Theorem 6. Choose i? = k1 and j? = n. Then,

(1) sign(āi?), sign(āj?) 6= 0.
(2) |āi? | 6= 0 since κ1 ∈ {2, 3} for every facet defining inequality, see above. Hence,
|āi? | ≥ 1 = s̄.

(3) x̄i? = 1 > 0 = `i? .
(4) 2− 0 = x̄j? − `j? ≥ 1 = s̄.
(5) 3 = uj? > x̄j? = 2.
(6) From the definition of a(κ), every non-trivial facet defining inequality a>x ≤ 3β

of 3P fulfills sign(at) ∈ {0, sign(āt)} for every t ∈ {i?, j?}. Further, as the coefficient
of xj? is 0 for each inequality with ` 6= q, we have a>(x̄+ ej?) = a>x̄ ≤ 3β. Finally,
if ` = q, the coefficient of xj? in a>x ≤ β is 1 and the slack of a>x ≤ 3β w.r.t. x̄ is
at least 1 by Cases 2 and 3. Hence, x̄+ ej? cannot violate a>x ≤ 3β.

Consequently, all requirements of Theorem 6 are fulfilled, which shows that every inequality
in a 1

3 -relaxation of X cutting off x̄ has an inequality c>x ≤ δ with ρ-value

|ci? |
|cj? |

≥ āk1 − 1

ān + 1
=
āk1 − 1

2
.

For the special case where ki = 3 for every i ∈ [q − 1], this implies

|ci? |
|cj? |

≥ 3q−2 − 1

2
=

3n/3−2 − 1

2
.

Example 15. Using Theorem 13, we demonstrate that the orbisack X ′ needs inequalities
with exponentially large ρ-value in any 1

2 -relaxation. To this end, consider x̄ = 1 + en.
This point is contained in the smallest box containing the 2-dilation 2P of P := conv(X ′).
As in Example 14, we find bounds on the slack

S := 2β+ x̄n−1− x̄n−
`−1∑
j=1

a2j−1 x̄2j−1−
`−1∑
j=1

a2j x̄2j = 2β− τ −
`−1∑
j=1

a2j−1 x̄2j−1−
`−1∑
j=1

a2j x̄2j

of facet defining inequalities different to box constraints, where again τ = 1 if ` = q
and τ = 0 otherwise. Analogously to Example 14, we distinguish the following three cases.
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(1) If κi = 3 for all i ∈ [` − 1], we have
∑`−1

i=1 a2i−1 =
∑`−1

i=1 a2i since the coefficient
of x2i−1 and x2i is the same if κi ∈ {0, 3}, and β = 0. Thus, S = −τ in this case.
That is, (13) is only violated if ` = q. Otherwise, the inequality is fulfilled with
equality.

(2) If κi ∈ {1, 3} for all i ∈ [`−1] and there exists r ∈ [`−1] with κr = 1, we have β = 0
and

`−1∑
i=1

a2i−1 +
`−1∑
i=1

a2i =
∑

i : κi=1

a2i−1 = −
∑

i : κi=1

αi,

because coefficients associated with κi = 3 cancel out (compare Case 1) and co-
efficients associated with κi = 1 are non-positive. Thus, S = −τ +

∑
i : κi=1 αi.

Consequently, due to the definition of α and (12), the inequality has a slack of at
least 1 provided that
• ` ∈ [q − 1],
• ` = q and |{i ∈ [`− 1] : κi = 1}| ≥ 2, or
• ` = q and max{i ∈ [`− 1] : κi = 1} < n− 1.

Otherwise, i.e., ` = q and the only 1-entry of κ is entry n − 1, the inequality is
fulfilled with equality.

(3) If κi ∈ {1, 2, 3} for all i ∈ [`− 1] and there exists r ∈ [`− 1] with κr = 2, we have

`−1∑
i=1

a2i−1 +
`−1∑
i=1

a2i ≤
∑

i : κi=2

a2i =
∑

i : κi=2

αi = β,

because the sum of coefficients for κi ∈ {1, 3} is at most 0 and a2i−1 = 0 if κi = 2.
Hence, S ≥ 2β− τ −β = β− τ =

∑
i : κi=2 αi− τ . Thus, the inequality has a slack

of at least 1 provided that
• ` ∈ [q − 1],
• ` = q and |{i ∈ [`− 1] : κi = 1 or κi = 2}| ≥ 2, or
• ` = q and max{i ∈ [`− 1] : κi = 2} < n− 1.

Otherwise, i.e., ` = q, no entry of κ attains value 1, and the only 2-entry of κ is
entry n− 1, the inequality is fulfilled with equality.

For this reason, the only facet defining inequality of P that is violated by x̄ is the inequality
associated to κ̄ = 3 · χ([q − 1]). The only inequalities that are fulfilled by equality are the
ones associated to κ̄− eq−1 and κ̄− 2eq−1. To find bounds on the ρ-value of a 1

2 -relaxation
of X ′, choose i? = 1 and j? = n− 1. Conditions 1–5 are easily verified as the slack of the
only violated facet defining inequality is 1. Thus, it remains to argue that Condition (6”)
holds. Since the coefficient of every non-trivial facet defining inequality for variable xn−1

is −1 or 0, decreasing x̄n by 1 cannot violate any inequality that has a positive slack.
Thus, all conditions are met and we have to take the following three inequalities for the
bound of Theorem 13 into account (which are the only ones that are violated or fulfilled
with equality by x̄):

κ = 3 · χ([q − 1]) : −xn−1 + xn −
q−1∑
i=1

2q−1−ix2i−1 +

q−1∑
i=1

2q−1−ix2i ≤ 0

κ = 3 · χ([q − 1])− eq−1 : −xn−1 + xn + xn−2 −
q−2∑
i=1

2q−2−ix2i−1 +

q−1∑
i=1

2q−2−ix2i ≤ 2

κ = 3 · χ([q − 1])− 2eq−1 : −xn−1 + xn − xn−3 −
q−2∑
i=1

2q−2−ix2i−1 +

q−1∑
i=1

2q−2−ix2i ≤ 0.
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Thus, Theorem 13 implies for any inequality c>x ≤ δ contained in a 1
2 -relaxation of X ′

that
|c1|
|cn−1|

≥ min
λ∈R2

+

{2q−2 − 1 + (λ1 + λ2)2q−3

1 + 1 + λ1 + λ2

}
= min

λ∈R+

{2q−2 − 1 + λ2q−3

2 + λ

}
≥ 2q−2 − 1

2

since the derivative of the last term w.r.t. λ is positive on R+. That is, every 1
2 -relaxation

needs an inequality with ρ-value in Ω(2q) = Ω(2n/2).

Consequently, the ρ-value of inequalities in 1
λ -relaxations can be exponentially large

even if λ = 2. Thus, strong integer formulations need exponential coefficients in general.
In particular, these result show that strong inequalities handling symmetries of a single
permutation are typically numerically unstable.

3. Decompositions of Binary Formulations

In the previous section, we have seen that there exist X ⊆ {0, 1}n such that the ρ-value
of any of its 1

λ -relaxations is exponentially large if λ ≥ 2. In practice, however, it might
be possible to drop some of these inequalities since they are irrelevant for solving an
optimization problem. Below, we formalize this idea for that we need a suitable partition
of the infeasible binary points Xc := {0, 1}n \X. Afterwards, we use this decomposition
to provide answers to Questions (Q1) and (Q2). We assume X ⊆ {0, 1}n throughout this
section.

3.1. The Decomposition

Let Gn = (Vn, En) be the undirected graph defined by the 1-skeleton of the hyper-
cube [0, 1]n. Define GXn to be the subgraph of Gn induced by Xc, i.e., remove all nodes
in X from Vn and all edges from En that have an endpoint in X. A connected component
of GXn contains all those nodes x ∈ Xc that are reachable from a node y of GXn by only
using edges of [0, 1]n that do not contain nodes from X. Denote with KXn the node sets of
the connected components of GXn .

Proposition 16. Let K1, K2 ∈ KXn be distinct and let xi ∈ conv(Ki), i ∈ {1, 2}. Then
any valid inequality for conv(X) that cuts off x1 cannot cut off x2.

To prove this proposition, we need the following lemma.

Lemma 17. Let a>x ≤ β be violated by the null vector O and the all-one vector 1. Then
there exists a path from O to 1 in Gn such that every vertex along this path violates a>x ≤ β
as well.

Proof. Assume w.l.o.g. that ai ≥ ai+1, i ∈ [n − 1]. Let k be the number of entries
in a that are non-negative. Then, β < a>O = 0 ≤ a([1]) ≤ a([2]) ≤ · · · ≤ a([k]) and
β < a>1 = a([n]) ≤ a([n− 1]) ≤ · · · ≤ a([k + 1]). Hence, O and χ([i]), i ∈ [n], which form
a path from O to 1, violate the inequality, proving the assertion. �

We are now able to provide the missing proof.

Proof of Proposition 16. Due to convexity, it is sufficient to prove the statement for points
x1 ∈ K1 and x2 ∈ K2. We use induction over n. For n = 1, the assertion clearly holds.
Thus, assume the statement holds for dimensions less than n.

Let K1, K2 ∈ KXn be distinct, and let x1 ∈ K1 and x2 ∈ K2. For the sake of con-
tradiction, suppose there is an inequality a>x ≤ β valid for conv(X) that cuts off x1

and x2. Let I := {i ∈ [n] : x1
i = x2

i }. Consider the face F of [0, 1]n that is defined via
F = conv({x ∈ {0, 1}n : xi = x1

i , i ∈ I}). If F is a non-trivial face of [0, 1]n, we can use
the induction hypothesis to show the assertion since F is (isomorphic to) [0, 1]n−|I| and x1,
x2 ∈ F . If F = [0, 1]n, we can assume w.l.o.g. that x1 = O and x2 = 1 by complementing
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Figure 2. Illustration of on-/off-constraints. Left: Integer points in two 3-dimensional
polytopes (black vertices). Right: The feasible points w.r.t. on-/off-constraint.

variables. Now, Lemma 17 implies that there exists a path in Gn from x1 to x2 that is
completely cut off by a>x ≤ β. This is a contradiction to the fact that x1 and x2 lie in
different connected components of GXn . �

Corollary 18. Let X ⊆ {0, 1}n and let PK be a 1
λ -relaxation of Kc = {0, 1}n \K, where

K ∈ KXn . Then
⋂
K∈KXn PK is a 1

λ -relaxation of X.

In the following, we present two applications of Corollary 18.

Example 19. Consider the multilinear term z(x) = x1 · · ·xn. The graph of z over {0, 1}n
is the set X = {(x, z) ∈ {0, 1}n×1 : z = x1 · · ·xn}. The infeasible binary points w.r.t. X
are x̄ = (1, . . . , 1, 0) and the points χ(I ∪ {z}) for every I ( [n]. Since every neighbor of x̄
is feasible, the infeasible region of Xc decomposes into 2 connected components. Thus, 1

λ -
relaxations of X can be found by combining 1

λ -relaxations for both connected components.

Example 20. Another application of Corollary 18 are on-/off-constraints. Consider two
systems Ax ≤ b and Cx ≤ d of linear inequalities and an additional variable z ∈ {0, 1}n
that controls which of both systems is active, i.e., the set

X = {(x, z) ∈ {0, 1}n+1 : Ax ≤ b if z = 0 and Cx ≤ d if z = 1}.
The set X can be interpreted as the binary points contained in the convex hull of the sets

P0 = {(x, 0) : Ax ≤ b, x ∈ {0, 1}n} and P1 = {(x, 1) : Cx ≤ d, x ∈ {0, 1}n}.
Depending on the structure of infeasible points w.r.t. Pi in {(x, z) ∈ {0, 1}n+1 : z = i},
the infeasible region of X can decompose in several connected components, see Figure 2
for an illustration.

A particular example is the graph of a multilinear term. The convex hull of the graph
is described by the following inequalities, see [11]:

n∑
i=1

xi ≤ n− 1 + z,

z ≤ xi, i ∈ [n],

0 ≤ xi ≤ 1, i ∈ [n].

The z-variable controls whether the x-vector is contained in {x ∈ {0, 1}n : 1>x ≤ n− 1}
(z = 0) or {1} (z = 1).

Remark 21. In [3], it is shown that conv(X) =
⋂
K∈KXn conv(Kc). However, we cannot

use this result to show Corollary 18 in the case of conv(X) being full-dimensional, because
we cannot directly deduce that every valid inequality (generated by conic combinations of
facet defining inequalities) cuts off points from at most one set K ∈ KXn .
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3.2. Coefficient Reduction and Incremental Decomposition

In practice, one is often not only interested in finding a strong binary formulation for a
set X, but also in solving a linear optimization problem over X. Thus, it is natural to
extend Question (Q1) to strong binary formulations P that are adapted to an objective
w ∈ Rn. That is, instead of requiring P ∩ {0, 1}n = X, we demand

argmax{w>x : x ∈ P ∩ {0, 1}n} ⊆ argmax{w>x : X}.

Suppose we already have a point x̄ ∈ X at hand in this situation. If we can show
that max{w>x : x ∈ K} < w>x̄, it is not necessary to cut off component K in an
adapted 1

λ -relaxation of Corollary 18. Thus, it might be possible to find an adapted 1
λ -

relaxation whose ρ-value is small although X may have exponentially large ρ-values for
any 1

λ -relaxation since the only inequalities with large coefficients are necessary to cut
off K. Of course, in its generality this approach is only of theoretical interest. In certain
applications where the structure of KXn is accessible, however, it might be of practical
relevance.

If KXn contains a single component only, Corollary 18 does not simplify the structure of
binary formulations of X. If we solve max{w>x : x ∈ X} incrementally, however, we can
use the previous idea to benefit from Corollary 18: If we know x̄ ∈ X, we can classify all
binary points x with w>x ≤ w>x̄ as feasible, i.e., we remove some part of the infeasible
region. This might split some components in KXn into several subcomponents that may
be easier to analyze than the original large components. Possible applications for this are
precedence constrained knapsack problems [6, 17, 20].

Example 22. Consider the precedence constrained knapsack problem

max{x1 + 2x2 + x3 + 2x4 : 2x1 + 2x2 + 2x3 + x4 ≤ 5, x1 ≥ x2, x2 + x3 ≥ x4, x ∈ {0, 1}4}

whose feasible region is shown in Figure 3. In this figure, we assume that the vertices x
of the inner cube have x4 = 0 and the vertices of the outer cube x4 = 1. The 0-vertex of
the inner cube is the lower left corner in the front, and x1-, x2-, x3-directions are to the
right, to the back, and to the top, respectively. Note that the infeasible region consists of
a single connected component.

Since x1 and x3 are not precedence constrained and fit into the knapsack, (1, 0, 1, 0)> is
a feasible solution with objective 2. Thus, we can declare all points in the infeasible region
whose objective is at most 2 as feasible as we already know a feasible point with this
objective. This splits the infeasible region into two connected components, see Figure 3.

3.3. Minimum Size of Binary Formulations with Bounded Coefficients

Another consequence of Corollary 18 is that we can determine the minimum size of a
binary formulation or 1

λ -relaxation with bounded coefficients, and thus, provide an answer
to question (Q2). To keep terminology simple, we refer to binary formulations only, but all
results directly apply to 1

λ -relaxations (provided relaxations with the specified requirements
exist). Let c be a positive integer. A binary formulation Ax ≤ b of X with integral
coefficients is called c-binary formulation if |Aij | ≤ c for every entry (i, j) of A. The
smallest number of inequalities in a c-binary formulation ofX is called c-binary formulation
complexity, denoted bfcc(X). Due to Corollary 18, we immediately have

bfcc(X) =
∑

K∈KXn
bfcc(K

c). (14)

Thus, we can answer Question (Q2), provided we know bfcc(K
c) for all K ∈ KXn . In

general, finding these numbers is quite complicated. Nevertheless, we can use (14) to
provide lower bounds on bfcc(X) by finding lower bounds on bfcc(K

c).
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Figure 3. Illustration of the incremental optimization approach. Left: The feasi-
ble/infeasible region of the knapsack problem of Example 22. Right: The infeasi-
ble/feasible region if declaring infeasible points with objective at most 2 as feasible.
The objectives of the solutions are given next to the corresponding points.

A very simple lower bound on bfcc(K
c) is 1. Thus,

bfcc(X) ≥ |KXn |. (15)

Note that for deriving (15), we did not take any assumptions on the coefficients into ac-
count. That is, (15) provides a lower bound on the size of any binary formulation of X. Be-
sides this combinatorial bound, there is also a geometric lower bound on the size of integer
formulations via hiding sets [16]. For X ⊆ Zn, a set H ⊆ (aff(X)∩Zn) \ conv(X) is called
a hiding set if for any two distinct points x, y ∈ H we have conv({x, y}) ∩ conv(X) 6= ∅.
In [16] it is shown that every integer formulation of X ⊆ Zn (if it exists) needs at least |H|
inequalities.

Remark 23. If X ⊆ {0, 1}n consists of all vectors with an odd/even number of 1-entries
or Y ⊆ {0, 1}2×n consists of all matrices with two different rows, the hiding sets constructed
in [16] are representative systems of KnX and K2×n

Y , respectively. Using these results,
(15) shows that bfcc(X) ≥ 2n−1 and bfcc(Y ) ≥ 2n. Thus, there exist sets whose binary
relaxation complexity is exponential in n.

Note that the hiding set bound is applicable in a more general setting than the bound (15)
because it allows X to be any integer point set. Moreover, the hiding set bound for a
set X ⊆ {0, 1}n given by a maximum cardinality hiding set cannot be weaker than the
bound (15) since conv(X) separates the points in different connected components of Xc

within [0, 1]n. Hence, for distinct K1, K2 ∈ KXn and any x1 ∈ K1 and x2 ∈ K2 we have
conv({x1, x2})∩ conv(X) 6= ∅. Thus, any representative system of the components in KXn
is a hiding set for X. However, (15) may be easier to use since finding large hiding sets
may be hard. Moreover, if we find better lower bounds νK on bfcc(K

c), the lower bound

bfcc(X) ≥
∑

K∈KXn
νK (16)

might be strictly stronger than the hiding set bound because it takes further properties
into account.

Remark 24. The above argumentation for deriving (16) remains valid if we replace
bounded coefficients by other properties of sets of inequalities that are invariant under
taking sub- or supersets and that are relevant in practice, e.g., sparsity [8, 9] or bounded ρ-
value. Since we decompose or combine different binary formulations in the above discussion,
polynomial time separability is not a suitable property, because the class of polynomially
separable valid inequalities may not be closed under taking sub- or supersets, cf. [12].
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The answer to Question (Q2) provided by (14) is rather abstract. For the important
case c = 1, i.e., the case of 1-binary formulations, we discuss a more concrete answer in
the remainder of this section, provided the sets K ∈ KXn define (generalized) independence
systems. The case c = 1 is of particular interest because ternary inequalities are numerically
very stable and such inequalities have a simple combinatorial interpretation (after flipping
variables, they are essentially cardinality constraints).

Let F be a finite set and let I ⊆ 2F . The pair (F, I) is called independence system
if ∅ ∈ I and I ′ ∈ I for every I ′ ⊆ I ∈ I. The sets in I are called independent, sets
in 2F \ I dependent. The minimally dependent sets are called circuits of I. The rank of
a set I ∈ I is r(I) := max{|I ′| : I ′ ⊆ I, I ′ ∈ I}. Every independence system (F, I)
can be encoded as the set consisting of the incidence vectors χ(I) ∈ RF of sets I ∈ I,
that is, XF

I := {χ(I) ∈ {0, 1}F : I ∈ I}. By abuse of naming, we call X ⊆ {0, 1}n an
independence system if there exists an independence system ([n], I) such that X = X

[n]
I .

A set X is called generalized independence system if flipping some variables xi 7→ 1 − xi
turns X into an independence system.

A binary formulation of XF
I is given via rank inequalities

∑
i∈I xi ≤ r(I), I ⊆ F . Note

that the rank formulation has the same size as the formulation via infeasibility cuts in
Example 2. However, the rank formulation might be stronger, since rank inequalities can
cut off more than one infeasible binary vector. Moreover, it is not necessary to consider
all rank inequalities. Below, we will see that a circuit C with |C| = k+ 1 (call it a (k+ 1)-
circuit) can only be cut off by a rank inequality of a set I with r(I) = k. Thus, if Rk is
the set of all sets of rank k, it suffices to find a selection R′k ⊆ Rk that covers all (k + 1)-
circuits, i.e., for every (k + 1)-circuit C there exists I ∈ R′k with C ⊆ I, to obtain a
binary formulation of XF

I . In fact, this result can be used to find a minimum size 1-binary
formulation of an independence system.

Theorem 25. Let S = (F, I) be an independence system and let νk, k ∈ [|F |], be the
minimum number of sets I ⊆ F of rank k that are necessary to cover all (k + 1)-circuits
of S. Then bfc1(XF

I ) =
∑|F |

k=1 νk.

To prove Theorem 25, we need the following results.

Lemma 26. Let S = (F, I) be an independence system, let I ⊆ F be a circuit of S, and
let k = |I|. Then every rank inequality that separates XF

I and χ(I) has right-hand side k.

Proof. Assume there exists a set J of rank ` 6= k such that the corresponding rank inequal-
ity is violated by x̄ := χ(I). Then

∑
i∈J x̄i > `− 1. On the one hand, if ` < k, this means

that there exists a proper subset of I of cardinality ` which is dependent, contradicting
the minimality of I. On the other hand, if ` > k, we have∑

i∈J∩I
1 =

∑
i∈J

x̄i > `− 1 ≥ k =
∑
i∈I

x̄i,

which is impossible because J ∩ I ⊆ I. �

Lemma 27. Let S = (F, I) be an independence system and let I ∈ 2F \ I. If I ′ ⊆ I is a
circuit of S, then every |I ′|-rank inequality that cuts off χ(I ′) also cuts off χ(I).

Proof. Follows by non-negativity of the coefficients in rank inequalities. �

Hitherto, we only used inequalities with non-negative coefficients to define a binary
formulation of XF

I and one may wonder whether it is possible to reduce the number of
inequalities if we also allow (−1)-coefficients. In fact, the next lemma shows that we
can restrict ourselves to non-negative coefficients. To show this, we define for a given
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vector a ∈ {0,±1}n, the vector

āi =

{
1, if ai = 1,

0, otherwise.

Lemma 28. Let S = (F, I) be an independence system and let a>x ≤ β, a ∈ {0,±1}n, be
a valid inequality for XF

I that cuts off at least one binary point. If a contains at least one
negative entry, ā>x ≤ β is a valid inequality for XF

I and it dominates a>x ≤ β on {0, 1}n,
i.e., if a>x ≤ β cuts off a binary point, then also ā>x ≤ β does.

Proof. Let x̄ ∈ {0, 1}F \XF
I that is cut off by a>x ≤ β. Then

β < a>x̄ =
∑

j : aj=1

x̄j −
∑

j : aj=−1

x̄j
x̄≥0
≤

∑
j : aj=1

x̄j = ā>x̄.

Consequently, x̄ is also cut off by ā>x̄.
Thus, it remains to prove validity of the new inequality. Let I+ := {i ∈ F : ai = 1}

and I− := {i ∈ F : ai = −1}. Then

a>x =
∑
i∈I+

xi −
∑
i∈I−

xi ≤ β and ā>x =
∑
i∈I+

xi ≤ β.

If the latter was not valid, there would exist x̄ ∈ XF
I ∩ {0, 1}F such that

∑
i∈I+ x̄i > β.

Further, by monotonicity of S, we can assume w.l.o.g. that x̄i = 0 for all i ∈ I−. But
then x̄ is also cut off by a>x ≤ β, contradicting the validity of a>x ≤ β. Hence, the newly
derived inequality has to be valid. �

Now, we can proceed with proving Theorem 25.

Proof of Theorem 25. Let Ax ≤ b be a 1-binary formulation of XF
I of minimum size. Then

every inequality in Ax ≤ b cuts off at least one point in Xc. By Lemma 28 we can assume
that all coefficients in A are 0 or 1. Moreover, we may assume w.l.o.g. that b is integral,
because otherwise, we can strengthen the inequalities by rounding down fractional entries
in b. Hence, for every inequality a>x ≤ β in Ax ≤ b the support of a has to be a set of
rank β and a>x ≤ β is the corresponding rank inequality.

If the assertion was false, there would exist k ∈ [|F |] such that Ax ≤ b contains less
than νk k-rank inequalities. By the definition of νk and Lemma 26, however, this means
that there exists a circuit of size k that cannot be cut off by any inequality in Ax ≤ b,
contradicting that Ax ≤ b is a binary formulation of XF

I . Consequently,

bfc1(XF
I ) ≥

|F |∑
k=1

νk.

Thus, it suffices to provide a 1-binary formulation of XF
I of the specified size to prove the

assertion. To this end, let R′k ⊆ Rk cover all circuits of size k. Then the rank inequalities
for R ∈ R′k cut off all circuits of XF

I of size k + 1. Since every dependent set contains
at least one circuit, Lemma 27 implies that all dependent sets are cut off by at least one
hyperclique inequality for hypercliques in R′k, k ∈ [|F |]. Thus, the assertion follows by
choosing the sets R′k minimally. �

Example 29. Consider the set X of incidence vectors of stable sets of an undirected
graph G = (V,E). A classical binary formulation is given via edge constraints:

X = {x ∈ {0, 1}V : xu + xv ≤ 1, {u, v} ∈ E}.
Since the right-hand sides of inequalities in this 1-binary formulation are all 1, every circuit
of X is an edge of G. Thus, Theorem 25 shows that every 1-binary formulation of X of
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minimum size consists of 1-rank inequalities only. Since sets of rank 1 are exactly the
cliques in G, the minimum size of a 1-binary formulation is the smallest number of cliques
that are necessary to cover all edges (circuits) of G. Computing this number is NP-hard,
see [10, Problem GT17].

For knapsack sets X = {x ∈ {0, 1}n : a>x ≤ β}, the size of general binary formu-
lations and 1-binary formulations differs probably by the largest amount: bfc(X) = 1,
while bfc1(X) can be exponential in n. A more concrete characterization of bfc1(X) than
the one in Theorem 25 is based on the number of extensions of certain circuits [5, 23]
(so-called strong covers). For example, the orbisack in Example 15 has 2n−2 strong covers,
which can be seen by using the characterization of minimal covers in [13]. In general,
however, computing the number of strong covers might be complicated. To estimate this
quantity, a lower bound on bfc1(X) based on subsets of strong covers is provided in [14].

4. Conclusions and Outlook

Concerning (Q1), we derived a lower bound on the ρ-value of 1
λ -relaxations based on

properties of facet defining inequalities of λ conv(X). In particular, we have seen that
any 1

2 -relaxation may have an exponential ρ-value, while binary sets always admit 1-binary
formulations. This emphasizes the special role of 1

1 -relaxations of binary sets w.r.t. their
coefficients. The requirements for proving our lower bound for integer formulations, how-
ever, are very restrictive. The question arises whether other bounds with less restrictive
prerequisites can be found, and in particular, whether there exists a bound that is indepen-
dent from facet defining inequalities. For example, as mentioned above, it is intuitive that
sets X ⊆ Zn may need inequalities with strongly deviating coefficients if adjacent vertices
of conv(X) differ much in one component but less in another. Thus, one may wonder
whether partial knowledge on edges (or higher dimensional faces) of conv(X) suffices to
derive bounds on the coefficients in integer formulations.

Moreover, even if the prerequisites of Theorem 13 are fulfilled, the obtained bounds may
be weak if there are a lot of inequalities in AEx ≤ bE . Consequently, refined methods have
to be developed to be able to derive good bounds also in this case. This, however, is out
of scope of this paper and is left for future research.

To answer (Q2), we provided a combinatorial characterization of bfcc(X). If all compo-
nents in KnX are (generalized) independence systems, we can exactly characterize bfc1(X).
If one component is not a generalized independence system, however, a combinatorial char-
acterization of bfc1(X) is open and it would be interesting to investigate whether such a
characterization exists in general. Moreover, an open question is whether the concept of
strong covers for knapsacks can be generalized to arbitrary independence systems to provide
a combinatorial characterization of νK in Theorem 25. Further, it is interesting to analyze
the impact of other practically relevant properties on the size of binary formulations, e.g.,
sparsity or different bounds on the coefficients.
Acknowledgment The author thanks Marc E. Pfetsch for helpful comments on an earlier
version of this paper helping to improve its presentation.
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